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History Of The Theatre
This comprehensive, multicultural text presents the history of theater within a
framework of cultural and social ideas.
French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau wrote, 'the general effect of the
theatre is to strengthen the national character to augment the national
inclinations, and to give a new energy to all the passions'. During the
Enlightenment, the advancement of radical ideas along with the emergence of
the bourgeois class contributed to a renewed interest in theatre's efficacy,
informed by philosophy yet on behalf of politics. While the 18th century saw a
growing desire to define the unique and specific features of a nation's drama, and
audiences demanded more realistic portrayals of humanity, theatre is also
implicated in this age of revolutions. A Cultural History of Theatre in the Age of
Enlightenment examines these intersections, informed by the writings of key 18thcentury philosophers. Richly illustrated with 45 images, the ten chapters each
take a different theme as their focus: institutional frameworks; social functions;
sexuality and gender; the environment of theatre; circulation; interpretations;
communities of production; repertoire and genres; technologies of performance;
and knowledge transmission.
This is the second volume of A Social and Economic History of the Theatre to
300 BC and focuses exclusively on theatre culture in Attica (Rural Dionysia) and
the rest of the Greek world. It presents and discusses in detail all the
documentary and material evidence for theatre culture and dramatic production
from the first two centuries of theatre history, namely the period c.500 to c.300
BC. The traditional assumption is laid to rest that theatre was an exclusively or
primarily Athenian institution, with the inclusion of all sources of information for
theatrical performances in twenty-two deme sites and over one hundred and
twenty independent Greek (and some non-Greek) cities. All texts are translated
and made accessible to non-specialists and specialists alike. The volume will be
a fundamental work of reference for all classicists and theatre historians
interested in ancient theatre and its wider historical contexts.
Known as the bible of theatre history, Brockett and Hildy's History of the Theatre
is the most comprehensive and widely used survey of theatre history in the
market. This 40th Anniversary Edition retains all of the traditional features that
have made History of the Theatre the most successful text of its kind including
worldwide coverage, more than 530 photos and illustrations, useful maps, and
the expertise of Oscar G. Brockett and Franklin J. Hildy, two of the most widely
respected theatre historians in the field. This tenth edition provides the most
thorough and accurate assessment of theatre history available and includes
contemporary milestones in theatre history.
This major study reconstructs the vast history of European drama from Greek
tragedy through to twentieth-century theatre, focusing on the subject of identity.
Throughout history, drama has performed and represented political, religious,
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national, ethnic, class-related, gendered, and individual concepts of identity.
Erika Fischer-Lichte's topics include: * ancient Greek theatre * Shakespeare and
Elizabethan theatre by Corneilli, Racine, Molière * the Italian commedia dell'arte
and its transformations into eighteenth-century drama * the German
Enlightenment - Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, and Lenz * romanticism by Kleist,
Byron, Shelley, Hugo, de Vigny, Musset, Büchner, and Nestroy * the turn of the
century - Ibsen, Strindberg, Chekhov, Stanislavski * the twentieth century - Craig,
Meyerhold, Artaud, O'Neill, Pirandello, Brecht, Beckett, Müller. Anyone interested
in theatre throughout history and today will find this an invaluable source of
information.
Volume One of a unique three-volume history covering all aspects of American
theatre.
A survey of 4,500 years of international performance history covers the significant movements,
writers, performers, and events from traditional and avant-garde theater
The 20th century was a dynamic period for the theatrical arts in China. Booming urban
theatres, the interaction between commercial practice and theatres, dramas staged during the
War of Resistance against Japan and an in-depth communication between Western and
Eastern theatres all contributed to the momentousness of this period. The four volumes of A
History of Chinese Theatre in the 20th Century display the developmental trajectories of
Chinese theatre over those hundred years. This volume deals with the developmental process
of Chinese theatre from 1900 to 1949, covering the prosperity of Peking Opera, the advent of
play and colorful local dramas. The author shows that the modernization of Chinese theatre
was subject to both internal factors and influences from the outside world, while modernity and
localization are two contradictory but complementary dimensions in any interpretation of
Chinese theatre in the 20th century. Scholars and students in the history of the arts, especially
the history of Chinese theatre, will find this book to be an essential guide.
Professor Nicoll's book is a rewritten and much enlarged version of his little study, The English
Stage published in 1928.
Explores the art of western dramatic performance in chronological order.
Hispanic theatre flourished in the United States from the mid-nineteenth century until the
beginning of the Second World War—a fact that few theatre historians know. A History of
Hispanic Theatre in the United States: Origins to 1940 is the very first study of this rich
tradition, filled with details about plays, authors, artists, companies, houses, directors, and
theatrical circuits. Sixteen years of research in public and private archives in the United States,
Mexico, Spain, and Puerto Rico inform this study. In addition, Kanellos located former
performers and playwrights, forgotten scripts, and old photographs to bring the life and vitality
of live theatre to his text. He organizes the book around the cities where Hispanic theatre was
particularly active, including Los Angeles, San Antonio, New York, and Tampa, as well as cities
on the touring circuit, such as Laredo, El Paso, Tucson, and San Francisco. Kanellos charts
the major achievements of Hispanic theatre in each city—playwriting in Los Angeles, vaudeville
and tent theatre in San Antonio, Cuban/Spanish theatre in Tampa, and pan-Hispanism in New
York—as well as the individual careers of several actors, writers, and directors. And he
uncovers many gaps in the record—reminders that despite its popularity, Hispanic theatre was
often undervalued and unrecorded.
In this sweeping chronicle of plays and performances, key dramatists, major actors, and
important critics take their bows, backed up by memorable quotations and more than 150
illustrations. “A real treat...includes a mixture of literary, archaeological, and historical
evidence, and...metaphorical prose provides a pleasurable and insightful discussion of theater
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in a social context...an attractive, quality coffee-table book meant for browsing.”—Library
Journal.
This comprehensive guide to the theatre's history covers theatre arts around the globe,
including ancient Eastern arts like Kabuki and more modern ones such as Bollywood. This
book goes back to what we know from our earliest ancestors by examining ancient artifacts
and ancient texts to find out how theatre was influenced by life and how it in turn influenced the
culture of the people who came to enjoy it. The book concludes with a look at modern theatre
and its current heyday as entertainment for the masses, especially in places like Broadway in
New York City.
Having always been an integral part of the sociocultural fabric of our world's communities and
civilizations, the theatre today remains an active and poignant institution. Understanding its
deep roots and societal variations is the key to comprehending other cultures, our own culture,
and common social themes. This book is a cultural resource for all -- from infrequent playgoers to theatre buffs, from aspiring actors to experienced professionals. Providing the most
comprehensive chronological survey of the theatre's history as a sociocultural institution, this
book is written by two of the most widely respected historians in the field. In this eighth edition
of the bestseller, the authors retain all of the traditional features of the book while sharpening,
updating and reinterpreting information. They address new revisionist scholarship and add new
methodologies, plays and playwrights. Theatre novices or professionals, teachers of theatre,
theatre history, history, or the arts, and others interested.
Focuses on the cultural significance of theatre This streamlined, engaging text helps students
understand the events, places and people that have influenced the history of theatre. Learning
Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to: Identify the major time periods and
geographic areas associated with the history of theatre Distinguish relevant characteristics of
theatre in diverse times and places. Describe the underlying cultural, economic, and political
environments as they affected theatre in different times and places. Associate major
participants who made theatre within their historical and regional context.
A comprehensive overview of the history of theater throughout the world.
This provocative book meets the supposedly 'live' practices of performance and the 'no-longerlive' historical past at their own dangerous crossroads. Focussing on the 'and' of the title, it
addresses the tangled relations between the terms, practices, ideas, and aims embedded in
these compatriot - but often oppositional - arts and acts of time.
This stunning contribution to the field of theatre history is the first in-depth look at avant-garde
theatre in the United States from the early 1950s to the 1990s. American Avant-Garde Theatre
offers a definition of the avant-garde, and looks at its origins and theoretical foundations by
examining: *Gertrude Stein *John Cage *The Beat writers *Avant-garde cinema *Abstract
Expressionism *Minimalism There are fascinating discussions and illustrations of the
productions of the Living Theatre, the Wooster Group, Open Theatre, Ontological-Hysteric
Theatre and Performance Group. among many others. Aronson also examines why avantgarde theatre declined and virtually disappeared at the end of the twentieth century.
This new edition of the innovative and widely acclaimed Theatre Histories: An Introduction
offers overviews of theatre and drama in many world cultures and periods together with case
studies demonstrating the methods and interpretive approaches used by today's theatre
historians. Completely revised and renewed in color, enhancements and new material include:
a full-color text design with added timelines to each opening section a wealth of new color
illustrations to help convey the vitality of performances described new case studies on African,
Asian, and Western subjects a new chapter on modernism, and updated and expanded
chapters and part introductions fuller definitions of terms and concepts throughout in a new
glossary a re-designed support website offering links to new audio-visual resources, expanded
bibliographies, approaches to teaching theatre and performance history, discussion questions
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relating to case studies and an online glossary.
Acting, direction, stagecraft, theatre architecture and design, the extraordinary evolution of
dramatic literature – here is an all-embracing and richly illustrated history, global in scope and
ranging from the ancient origins of the theatre to the fascinating variety of forms that it has
taken in our own age.
[A] long overdue retrospective of the major playwrights, theatre companies, and professional
organizations which have sustained the children's theatre movement in this country. . . . Part
One of McCaslin's book is a historical overview of the significant trends and changes which
have characterized children's theatre and influenced the art and craft of playwriting. . . . Part
Two, the bulk of McCaslin's guide, contains an alphabetical listing of over 350 educational,
community, and commercial theatre companies as wella s national and regional
organizations--some no longer operating--which have made children's theatre the main thrust
of their work. . . . Several appendixes augment the usefulness of this altogether practical and
meticulously researched reference book. Children's Literature Association Quarterly An
authoritative reference for children's theater professionals, educators, and enthusiasts,
McCaslin's historical guide will be frequently used in public, college, and university libraries.
ARBA Those who are associated with children's theater in any way will want to study this book
thoroughly and keep it as a handy reference guide. . . . Thanks to Nellie McCaslin, the history
of children's theater can take its rightful place beside all other theater history. Applause
Professor McCaslin, a leading authority in the field, examines the history of the companies and
organizations that struggled to bring live theatrical entertainment to children from 1903,
beginning with a theater founded by a settlement house on New York's Lower East Side, to the
present day. She begins with an overview of children's theatre history. The main text consists
of alphabetically arranged profiles of both early and current producing companies and
associations that have made a significant contribution to the field. Appendixes to the volume
supply a Personalities Roster, a Geographical Index, and a Chronology of Events significant in
the history of the children's theatre movement.
Volume Two begins in 1660 with the restoration of King Charles II to the throne and the
reestablishment of the professional theater. It follows the far-reaching development of the form
over more than two centuries to 1895.
This book aims to offer a broad history of theatre in Africa. The roots of African theatre are
ancient and complex and lie in areas of community festival, seasonal rhythm and religious
ritual, as well as in the work of popular entertainers and storytellers. Since the 1950s, in a
movement that has paralleled the political emancipation of so much of the continent, there has
also grown a theatre that comments back from the colonized world to the world of the colonists
and explores its own cultural, political and linguistic identity. A History of Theatre in Africa
offers a comprehensive, yet accessible, account of this long and varied chronicle, written by a
team of scholars in the field. Chapters include an examination of the concepts of 'history' and
'theatre'; North Africa; Francophone theatre; Anglophone West Africa; East Africa; Southern
Africa; Lusophone African theatre; Mauritius and Reunion; and the African diaspora.
A history of Italian theatre from its origins to the the time of this book's publication in 2006. The
text discusses the impact of all the elements and figures integral to the collaborative process of
theatre-making. The distinctive nature of Italian theatre is expressed in the individual chapters
by highly regarded international scholars.

Japan boasts one of the world's oldest, most vibrant and most influential performance
traditions. This accessible and complete history provides a comprehensive overview of
Japanese theatre and its continuing global influence. Written by eminent international
scholars, it spans the full range of dance-theatre genres over the past fifteen hundred
years, including noh theatre, bunraku puppet theatre, kabuki theatre, shingeki modern
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theatre, rakugo storytelling, vanguard butoh dance and media experimentation. The first
part addresses traditional genres, their historical trajectories and performance
conventions. Part II covers the spectrum of new genres since Meiji (1868–), and Parts
III to VI provide discussions of playwriting, architecture, Shakespeare, and
interculturalism, situating Japanese elements within their global theatrical context.
Beautifully illustrated with photographs and prints, this history features interviews with
key modern directors, an overview of historical scholarship in English and Japanese,
and a timeline. A further reading list covers a range of multimedia resources to
encourage further explorations.
Table of contents
Musical Theatre: A History is a new revised edition of a proven core text for college and
secondary school students – and an insightful and accessible celebration of twenty-five
centuries of great theatrical entertainment. As an educator with extensive experience in
professional theatre production, author John Kenrick approaches the subject with a
unique appreciation of musicals as both an art form and a business. Using anecdotes,
biographical profiles, clear definitions, sample scenes and select illustrations, Kenrick
focuses on landmark musicals, and on the extraordinary talents and business
innovators who have helped musical theatre evolve from its roots in the dramas of
ancient Athens all the way to the latest hits on Broadway and London's West End. Key
improvements to the second edition: · A new foreword by Oscar Hammerstein III, a
critically acclaimed historian and member of a family with deep ties to the musical
theatre, is included · The 28 chapters are reformatted for the typical 14 week, 28
session academic course, as well as for a two semester, once-weekly format, making it
easy for educators to plan a syllabus and reading assignments. · To make the book
more interactive, each chapter includes suggested listening and reading lists, designed
to help readers step beyond the printed page to experience great musicals and
performers for themselves. A comprehensive guide to musical theatre as an
international phenomenon, Musical Theatre: A History is an ideal textbook for university
and secondary school students.
Focused on the cultural relevance of theatre. Written in an engaging style. Designed to
be accessible to undergraduates. Living Theatre is the most popular text for theatre
history courses. The Seventh Edition builds on these strengths with "Past and
Present"--a NEW feature that focuses on connections between theatre's long history
and the practice of theatre today--and with a brilliant NEW design that highlights the
beauty and excitement of the art of theatre.
A History of the Theatre Costume Business is the first-ever comprehensive book on the
subject, as related by award-winning actors and designers, and first hand by the
drapers, tailors, and craftspeople who make the clothes that dazzle on stage. Readers
will learn why stage clothes are made today, by whom, and how. They will also learn
how today’s shops and ateliers arose from the shops and makers who founded the
business. This never-before-told story shows that there is as much drama behind the
scenes as there is in the performance: famous actors relate their intimate experiences
in the fitting room, the glories of gorgeous costumes, and the mortification when things
go wrong, while the costume makers explain how famous shows were created with toil,
tears, and sweat, and sometimes even a little blood. This is history told by the people
who were present at the creation – some of whom are no longer around to tell their own
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story. Based on original research and first-hand reporting, A History of the Theatre
Costume Business is written for theatre professionals: actors, directors, producers,
costume makers, and designers. It is also an excellent resource for all theatregoers
who have marveled at the gorgeous dresses and fanciful costumes that create the
magic on stage, as well as for the next generation of drapers and designers.
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